Tricky Verbs

A. Directions: Read each sentence. Circle the correct past tense verb in the parentheses.

1. I (growed/grew) up on a street with adobe homes.

2. My dad (leaved/left) soon thereafter to start his new job.

3. I (taked/took) out the flower that my grandmother (gived/gave) me.

4. My father showed us the car that he had (buyed/bought) for us.

5. We were so tired, we (goed/went) right to sleep.

B. Directions: Read each sentence. In the blank, write the past tense form of the verb in parentheses.

1. My brother and I (run) ran down the street.

2. My brother immediately (find) found friends on our new street.

3. I (hold) held back my tears as I tried to be brave.

4. I (know) knew things were going to work out for me.